
PROJECT:
Did you know there are hundreds of plant species at Gathering Place? From
blooming flowers and vines, to evergreen bushes and towering trees, there is
so much nature to see in the Park! This outdoor painting project is all about the
variety found in nature: Explore the outdoors on a family nature walk, collect
interesting pieces of nature, and paint! Kids of all ages will love experimenting
and painting with a variety of natural brushes they made themselves! 
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Sticks (1 for each
paintbrush)
Leaves, flowers, acorns,
berries, grasses, etc
Rubber Bands
Craft Paint
Paper

SUPPLIES: 

Get outside for a family nature walk and see what interesting things you
can find. Often, there are sticks, leaves, and other natural elements on the
ground!
While choosing natural objects to create paintbrushes, look for a variety of
sizes and textures, and talk about which pieces of nature will make the best
marks with paint. 
Once you have collected your paintbrush materials, assembling the brushes
is easy: Simply attach a natural element (leaf, grass, petals, etc.) to the top
of a stick using a rubber band.

Pro Tip: Wrap the rubber bands around the sticks first, then slide your
natural element into the band. 

Paint! Lay out some paper and a few colors of paint, and explore the
different patterns that each paint brush can create!

Try dabbing the brushes on paper, sweeping them across the surface,
and painting a recognizable image with your new brushes.

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1.

2.

3.

a.

4.

a.



Fine Motor Skills: Gathering, assembling, and painting help develop and
strengthen fine motor skills.
 Promote Innovation and Creativity: Arts and crafts provide a platform for
kids to create new things, think differently, and innovate. The ability to
solve problems that are encountered while working promotes even more
creativity, resourcefulness, and versatility. 
 Open-ended Play: As we want children to grow up and be able to
problem solve on their own and make decisions confidently, open-ended
play is crucial for early childhood development. Children have the ability
to make their own decisions and fully engage their creativity and
imagination.

EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS:
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